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Abstract. This paper presents a rolling sound synthesis model which
can be intuitively controlled. To propose this model, different aspects
of the rolling phenomenon are explored : physical modeling, perceptual
attributes and signal morphology. A source-filter model for rolling sounds
synthesis is presented with associated intuitive controls.
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1 Introduction

This study is part of a larger project (MétaSon1) which aim is to build a realtime
sound synthesis platform that offers intuitive controls of sounds to end users. In
fact nowadays almost any everyday sound can be realistically synthesized, but
the question of intuitive control of sound synthesis processes is still a substantial
challenge. For instance, an impact sound can be represented and synthesized
by a sum of exponentially decayed sinusoids [38]. However, obtaining a specific
impact sound reflecting for instance the material, size or shape of the impacted
object by acting directly on the synthesis parameters (amplitudes, frequencies
and damping coefficients of the sinusoidal components) is quite impossible, even
for expert users. To cope with this problem, perceptually relevant signal struc-
tures have to be identified through listening tests to define mapping strategies
that enable such intuitive controls.

One aim of the MétaSon project is to propose a sound synthesizer with associ-
ated high-level (or intuitive) controls. To achieve this, we assume that the sound
(signal) contains so-called sound invariants, i.e. signal morphologies that are re-
sponsible for the recognition of particular sound events [15, 27]. These invariants
can be either structural invariants or transformational invariants. Structural in-
variants reflect the intrinsic properties of an object and enable us to recognize
it, whereas transformational invariants are linked to external interactions with
this object and enable us to recognize the actions that produced the sound. For
instance a string produces a sound with a particular spectro-temporal structure
that is recognized by the listener, even if it is bowed (violin), plucked (guitar) or
hit (piano). Likewise, it is possible to recognize that a cylinder bounces even if it

1 http://metason.cnrs-mrs.fr/



is made of glass, wood or metal [25]. Hence, “if an event is something happening
to a thing, the something happening is presumed to be specified by transfor-
mational invariants while the thing that it is happening to is presumed to be
described by structural invariants”[28].

For instance, Warren and Verbrugge studied auditory transformational in-
variants with recorded bouncing and breaking glass sounds [39]. They first
showed listeners’ ability to differentiate these sounds, then they identified the
specific patterns responsible for the recognition of the interaction and then val-
idated the identified transformational invariants by synthesis. Concerning the
object, listening tests revealed that the evocation of a specific material is cor-
related to the damping of spectral components [37, 21, 16] and to the roughness
[2], while the hardness of the striking mallet is related to the characteristics of
the time attack [13]. Aramaki et al. used the results of such studies to propose
an impact sound synthesizer with high-level controls [3] that enables the user
to directly control perceived attributes of sound sources such as the object’s
material or size. These previous studies confirm that these invariants are strong
enough to evoke both the object an the interaction with this object.

On the basis of these structural and transformational invariants, we propose
a sound synthesis action/object paradigm in which the sound is defined as the
result of an action on an object. In this paradigm, the object’s properties are sep-
arated from the interactions it is subjected to. From a synthesis point of view, we
used subtractive synthesis models based on a source-filter structure. This kind of
model originally came from speech analysis and synthesis [4], but has also been
studied in the context of musical sounds [31] and in the context of continuous
interaction sound synthesis [38, 22]. The source-filter model is an approximation
of physical modeling : it stands that in an interaction, the physical exciter (for
instance the vocal folds in the case of speech production) is decoupled from the
resonator (the vocal tract). In the case of voiced vowel synthesis, the excitation
(source) is a pulse train which is passed through a filter bank that simulates
the vocal tract resonance for a particular vowel. In the case of rubbing sounds
for instance, the interaction (source) can be represented by an adequate excita-
tion signal while the object’s modes (filter) can be represented by an adequate
resonant filter bank [14].

This paper is devoted to a particular type of interaction, the rolling action.
In the next section we will present the literature on rolling sounds, then in the
3 we will propose a sound synthesis model for rolling sounds. Section 4 will be
devoted to the control strategy, and in the last section we will conclude and
propose some perspectives for this work.

2 Previous Studies on Rolling Sounds

Different approaches to the synthesis of rolling sounds can be found in the liter-
ature. Physical modeling of the phenomenon and the computation of equations
with finite difference scheme has been proposed. Stoelinga et al. derived a phys-
ical model that produces rolling sounds [32] from previous studies on impact



sounds on damped plates [10, 23]. This model can reproduce phenomena like the
Doppler effect, which is also found in the measures. However, sound examples
are not fully convincing, i.e. the sounds do not clearly evoke rolling objects. This
can be explained by the lack of amplitude modulation, as the model considers
the rolling object as a perfect sphere (i.e. the mass center is the geometrical cen-
ter), which is never the case in reality. It is important to note that these models
cannot be computed in real time.

Another approach is the physically informed modeling. In [17], Hermes pro-
posed a synthesis model that consisted of simulating the excitation by a series of
impacts following a Poisson law amplitude modulated to account for the asym-
metry of the ball. This pattern was further convolved with the impulse response
of the object (represented by a sum of gamma-tones) on which the ball rolled.
The author justified the shape of the impulse response by the fact that the colli-
sions between the ball and the plate are ”softer” than in a classical representation
that uses a sum of exponentially decaying sinusoids. Otherwise, in order to feed
the source-filter model with parameters from real recorded sounds, Lagrange et
al. [22] and Lee et al. [24] proposed an analysis/synthesis scheme. This scheme
consists in extracting the excitation pattern (considered as a series of micro im-
pacts) and the object’s resonances (the resonance of the rolling object and the
surface on which it rolls are not separated). Van den Doel et al. [38] proposed
a model where modal resonators were fed with a noise whose spectral envelope
was defined by

√
1/(ω − ρ)2 + d2 where ρ and d are respectively the frequency

and the damping of the resonance, in order to enhance the resonance near the
rolling object’s modes. The authors also proposed a similar source-filter model
to generate rubbing sounds. In both of these models, the velocity is conveyed by
filtering the signal with a lowpass filter whose cutoff frequency is tuned accord-
ing to the motion’s speed. Rath proposed a model for rolling sounds which is
between physical modeling and physically informed considerations [30]. Based on
a nonlinear contact model for impact sound synthesis [5], Rath added a supple-
mentary physically inspired control layer to produce rolling sounds. More details
concerning this model will be given later (section 3.1).

As far as sound ”invariants” related to the evocation of rolling objects are
concerned, several studies can be found in the literature. For instance, Houben
et al. studied the auditory ability to distinguish the largest or the fastest ball be-
tween two recorded sounds. They showed that at constant velocity (respectively
at constant size) listeners can distinguish the largest (respectively the fastest)
rolling ball with good accuracy. The performance is impaired when the two fac-
tors (i.e. velocity and size) are crossed [19]. They also attempted to identify
acoustic cues that characterize the size and speed of rolling balls, like auditory
roughness or spectral structure. The influence of spectral and temporal prop-
erties was studied in [20] by crossing the temporal content of a stimulus with
the spectral content of another stimulus and using the obtained sound (the ob-
tained stimulus had its spectrum very close to one stimulus and its temporal
envelope very close to the other stimulus) in a perceptual experiment. It was
shown that only the spectral structure was used to determine the fastest or



largest ball and that results were better for the size judgement than for the
speed judgement. However only recordings without clear amplitude modulations
(due to an unbalanced ball or a deviation from perfect sphericity) were used in
the experiment. This can explain why no temporal cues were found. The authors
further investigated the influence of this amplitude modulation in [18]. Artificial
amplitude modulations were added to the recordings used in the previous ex-
periments. Perceptual experiments showed that amplitude modulations clearly
influence the perceived size and speed.

Another important perceptual effect is caused by the influence of the modes of
the support on which the ball rolls. These modes are excited differently along the
ball’s trajectory, depending on the excitation point. This effect can be observed
as varying ripples in the time-frequency representation of rolling sounds and is
due to the interference between the sound generated at the point of contact
between the ball and the plate and the sound reflected at the edges of the plate
[33]. Murphy et al. [29] performed a series of perceptual experiments to judge the
quality of the analysis-synthesis algorithm described in [22]. In a first experiment,
the listeners described the rolling sounds as “static”. Then they simulated the
ball’s displacement with a time-varying comb filter, which resulted in rolling
sounds that were perceived as more realistic.

Based on those previous studies on synthesis and perception of rolling sounds,
we will propose a sound synthesis scheme in the next section.

3 Sound Synthesis Model

The proposed synthesis model aims at reproducing the main perceptual features
behind the evocation of rolling actions. For that, we explored different aspects
of the rolling phenomenon (physical, perceptual and signal morphology) and we
concluded on the relevance of the following attributes : the nonlinear interaction
force between the rolling ball and the plate, the amplitude modulation due to the
imperfect sphericity of the ball, the timbre variation induced by the displacement
of the contact point along the trajectory and the timbre variation induced by
the ball’s velocity. In the proposed synthesis scheme, each of these attributes are
reproduced by separate processes. Hence, we here propose a modular approach
to synthesize rolling sounds. Each step of this sound synthesis model will be
detailed in this section.

3.1 Nonlinear Interaction Force

From our point of view, the model proposed by Rath [30] produces the most
convincing sounds. This model consists in transforming a physical model of col-
liding objects into a rolling sounds model. Basically, the model proposed by
Avanzini et al. [5] allows to produce bouncing sounds. This model couples an
exciter (a hammer or a ball for instance) to a resonant object (which is defined
by its modes, each of them represented by a mass-spring-damper system) with
a nonlinear interaction force that takes into account the compression and the



velocity of compression between the two colliding objects [26] as described in
the equations below: 

x = xe − xr
ẍr + grẋr + ωrxr = 1

mr
f(x, ẋ)

ẍe = − 1
me
f(x, ẋ) + g

(1)

with

f(x, ẋ) =

{
kxα + λxαẋ , x > 0
0 , x ≤ 0

(2)

The terms labeled with an r stands for the resonant object and those labeled
with an e for the exciter (for further information on the physics or on the im-
plementation, refer to [5, 30]). The term x represents the compression between
the two objects, and f is the nonlinear interaction force between the exciter and
the surface that depends on the compression x. By adding a time-varying signal
that captures the fact that a rolling ball “scans” the rough surface on which it
rolls in a particular way to the compression term, this model produces sounds
that clearly evoke a ball rolling on a rough surface. As one can note in figure 1,
this interaction force is a series of impacts. Moreover, this force has a particular
structure, i.e. it evolves over time in a particular way and the impacts are related
in a specific manner.

Fig. 1. Interaction force between the ball and the surface resulting from a simulation
of the synthesis model proposed by [30] (top) and a zoom on this force (bottom).

It is possible to synthesize a signal that captures the main characteristics of
this nonlinear interaction force (paper in preparation). Indeed, we can simulate
the behavior of the two time series by the amplitudes of the impacts (An) and



the intervals between each impact (∆n
T ). Thus, our model allows to reproduce

series of Dirac pulses with specific statistics.
Then, each Dirac pulse is shaped by an impact model. A simple and efficient

impact model is the raised cosine (see [8]). Moreover, as the interaction force
is nonlinear, the impact’s duration varies with its amplitude [9, 6]. This effect
is taken into account. The sharpness of the pulses, which affect the sound’s
brightness, can also be controlled by empirically using an additional exponent ξ
in the original raised cosine model. The used pulse model is then :

Fexc(n) =

{
Fmax

2ξ

[
1− cos

(
2πn
Nexc

)]ξ
, n ∈ J0, NexcK

0 , otherwise
(3)

with Fmax the impact’s amplitude and Nexc the impact duration.
From a perceptual point of view, we observed that it is the nonlinear inter-

action force between the rolling ball and the plate that carries the main relevant
information that characterizes the action to roll. This force can be considered as
a transformational invariant related to the rolling action and, in the proposed
synthesis paradigm {source/resonance}, as the source signal. Indeed, by con-
volving the computed force resulting from the interaction of a rolling ball and a
rough surface with an impulse response of a resonant object, a realistic rolling
sound is produced.

3.2 Amplitude Modulation

As exposed in section 2, Houben showed that modulating the amplitude of rolling
sounds influence the perceived size and speed [18]. Such an amplitude modulation
can be due to imperfect sphericity of the rolling marble, or to the asymmetry of
its mass center. As proposed by multiple authors [17, 18, 30], the modulation can
be approximated by a sinusoidal modulation. Thus, the incoming signal f(t) is
modulated as :

y(t) = [1 +m cos (2πνmt)] f(t) (4)

with νm ∝ ẋ/r, ẋ and r are respectively the ball’s velocity and radius.

3.3 Position Dependent Filtering

As previously pointed out, a marble that rolls on a plate excites its modes
differently along its trajectories, depending on its location on the plate. This
effect is due to the interference between the sound generated at the point of
contact between the ball and the plate and the sound reflected at the edges of
the plate [33]. Each reflected source is the delayed version of the sound, and
the delay time of each comb filter can be calculated thanks to an image source
method [1]. Hence, we simulate the reflection of the four first order images for
a square plate, depending on a chosen listening point on the plate, on the ball’s
position and on the first natural frequency of the plate. As already pointed out
by Murphy et al. [29], this effect enhance the sensation of the ball’s displacement.



3.4 Velocity Dependent Filtering

In the synthesis model for rubbing sounds proposed by Van den Doel et al.
[38], the transversal velocity of the contact point controls the cutoff frequency
of a lowpass filter. This is important for the rendering of the gesture velocity
sensation. As we found that using this lowpass filtering step in the rolling sound
synthesis model also convey information about velocity of the rolling ball, this
effect is added to our rolling model.

The whole synthesis scheme is presented in figure 2. The associated controls
will be presented in the next section.

4 Control Strategy

Intuitive controls that are adapted to non-expert users are displayed in the upper
part of figure 2. The proposed controls on the ball’s properties are its perceived
size, asymmetry, speed and trajectory. The irregularity of the surface can also
be controlled. The mapping between high- and low-level controls (i.e. synthesis
parameters defined in section 3) are also presented in figure 2.

As one can note, the action is clearly separated from the resonant object (the
surface on which the ball rolls) according to our paradigm. This means that the
source part of the model can be modified to evoke interactions, independently of
the resonant object. Conversely, it is possible to change the perceived properties
of the resonant object while preserving the type of interaction. Concerning the
resonant object, high-level controls associated with the perceived material, size
or shape were previously proposed [3]. Going further, this distinction between
interactions and object should make it possible to propose control strategies
facilitating the creation of sound metaphors, like “bouncing water” or “rolling
wind”.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a rolling sound synthesis model in a source-filter approach. This
model is clearly adapted to our paradigm that separates the action and the
object in the modeling process.

This model is controllable in an intuitive way and a real-time implementation
has been carried out. Thanks to this real-time implementation, parameters like
the velocity of the ball can be directly controlled by the user with a graphical
tablet as input for more interactivity.

Possible improvements could be achieved with the use of inharmonic comb
filters to simulate the ball’s position. In fact in [33], Stoelinga et al. analyzed
the wave dispersion (i.e. the frequency dependent wave velocity) in a plate and



Fig. 2. General framework of the synthesis model to produce rolling sounds. High-level
controls associated with the resonant surface were proposed in [3].



concluded that frequency dependent comb filters added more realism when sim-
ulating a ball approaching the edge of a plate. This was confirmed thanks to
perceptual experiments by Murphy et al. [29].

A generic model that allows continuous transitions between interactions (from
rolling to scratching or from rubbing to squealing) is currently investigated, in
order to propose intuitive navigation through the possible interactions between
solids. Actually, the rolling model is sufficiently generic to synthesize various
interactions such as rubbing and scratching [11, 12], and we are currently in-
vestigating the integration of other interactions such as nonlinear friction [7,
34].

This synthesizer is a powerful tool, for sound design or sonification, but
also for fundamental research, to investigate auditory perception as it was done
for instance by Thoret et al. who studied the relations between gestures and
sounds [35, 36]. In particular, the influence of the velocity profile (profiles of a
human gesture versus the profiles of a rolling ball for instance) on the perceived
interaction could be precisely investigated since the velocity is one of the control
parameters of the synthesizer.
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